
 

 

 

 
FIRST TERM E-LEARNING NOTE 

 
SUBJECT: LITERATURE IN ENGLISH      CLASS: SS3 
 
SCHEME OF WORK 
 
WEEK  TOPIC 

1  Revision of Last Term Work. 
2-4  Reading and Analyzing Non-African Drama: Othello by William Shakespeare. 
5-6  Revision of African Poems. 
7-8  Revision of Non-African Poems. 
9-10 Revision of Literary Terms. 

 
REFERENCE 

1. Exam Focus by J.O.J. NwachukwuAgbada et al. 
2. Essential Literature-in-English for S.S.S. by Ibitola A.O. 
3. The Mastery of Literature by IwuchukwuChinweikpeEsq. 
4. A Handbook of Creative Writing by J.O.J NwachukwuAgbada. 

 

 

WEEK ONE 
REVISION OF LAST TERM WORK 

Native Son 

Plot summary 
Book One: Fear 
Bigger Thomas wakes up in a dark, small room at the sound of the alarm clock. He lives in one 
room with his brother Buddy, his sister Vera, and their mother. Suddenly, a rat appears. The room 
turns into a maelstrom and after a violent chase, Bigger claims the life of an animal with an iron 
skillet and terrorizes Vera with the dark body. Vera faints and Mrs. Thomas scolds Bigger, who 
hates his family because they suffer and he cannot do anything about it. 
 
That evening, Bigger has to see Mr. Dalton for a new job. Bigger's family depends on him. He 
would like to leave his responsibilities forever but when he thinks of what to do, he only sees a 
blank wall. He walks to the poolroom and meets his friend. Gusiffer R. Bigger tells him that every 
time he thinks about whites, he feels something terrible will happen to him. They meet other 

 



friends, G. H. and Jack, and plan a robbery of the white wealth. They are all afraid of attacking 
and stealing from a white man, but none of them wants to admit their concerns. Before the 
robbery, Bigger and Jack go to the movies. They are attracted to the world of wealthy whites in 
the newsreel and feel strangely moved by the tom-toms and the primitive black people in the 
film, but they also feel that they are equal to those worlds. After the cinema, Bigger returns to 
the poolroom and attacks Gus violently, forcing him to lick his blade in a demeaning way to hide 
his own cowardice. The fight ends any chance of the robbery occurring; Bigger is obscurely 
conscious that he has done this intentionally. 
 
When he finally gets the job, Bigger does not know how to behave in the large and luxurious 
house. Mr. Dalton and his blind wife use strange words. They try to be kind to Bigger, but they 
actually make him very uncomfortable; Bigger does not know what they expect of him. Then their 
daughter, Mary, enters the room, asks Bigger why he does not belong to a union, and calls her 
father a "capitalist." Bigger does not know that word and is even more confused and afraid to 
lose the job. After the conversation, Peggy, an Irish cook, takes Bigger to his room and tells him 
that the Daltons are a nice family but that he must avoid Mary's communist friends. Bigger has 
never had a room for himself before. 
 
That night, he drives Mary around and meets her Communist boyfriend, Jan. Throughout the 
evening, Jan and Mary talk to Bigger, oblige him to take them to the diner where his friends are, 
invite him to sit at their table, and tell him to call them by their first names. Bigger does not know 
how to respond to their requests and becomes very frustrated, as he is simply their chauffeur for 
the night. At the diner they buy a bottle of rum. Bigger drives throughout the park, and Jan and 
Mary drink the rum and have sex in the back seat. Jan and Mary part, but Mary is so drunk that 
Bigger has to carry her to her bedroom when…  
 


